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Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Double V - Sleeping Pad 

Model Number: 06DVBL02E Retail: $149.99   

 

Provides ample room for two people to sleep comfortably and the side-by-side V-Chamber 

construction significantly limits the movement of air between the two sides. The raised V-

Chambers create ultra-comfortable loft pockets that support the body's pressure points 
giving all types of sleepers a generous bed of air. Features body-mapping technology; side 

rails; antimicrobial inner-lining; flush flat valves; and includes a patch kit and a convenient, 
pump-integrated stuff sack for easy, rapid inflation. 74" x 47" x 3". Lifetime warranty. 

 Brand Name:  Klymit Model Name: Insulated Static V - Sleeping Pad 

Model Number: 06IVOR02C Retail: $99.99   

 

Comfortable Back Country pad providing winter insulation and all-season comfort. 

Insulated Static V packs light and small and delivers an outstanding R-Value of 4.4. Body-
mapped shape and V-chamber design combine to maintain comfort and minimize air 

movement that can impact insulation. Chambers are filled with light, lofty Klymalite™ 
synthetic insulation to add another layer of protection from the cold ground. Dynamic side 

rails cradle you comfortably on your pad for a more restful sleep. Lifetime Warranty. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Static V Luxe SL 

Model Number: 06LLBL02D Retail: $139.99   

 

The perfect option for those who tend to roll off narrower sleeping pads, yet it still packs 

small. The raised V-Chambers create ultra-comfortable loft pockets that support your 

body's pressure points giving all types of sleepers a generous bed of air. It features side 
rails; twist-pull valve allows inflation in as few as 10 breaths; antimicrobial inner-lining; and 

includes a patch kit. Measures 76" x 30" x 3". Limited lifetime warranty. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Static V - Sleeping  Pad 

Model Number: 06SVGR02C Retail: $64.99   

 

The original V-Chambered air pad that changed the way people Sleep Outside™. The Static 

V™ is the world's first lightweight, packable air pad that incorporates body-mapping 

chambers for ultimate comfort. The exclusive V-Chamber design conforms to the shape of 
your body while maintaining ample, lofted air pockets. The result: side, back, and stomach 

sleepers can all rest comfortably on a generous bed of air. 72" x 23" x 2.5"  Lifetime 
warranty. 
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Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Static V Luxe - Sleeping Pad 
Model Number: 06VLST02D Retail: $119.99   

 

Pinnacle of rugged luxury. Hits the sweet spot where comfort, technical performance, 

durability and lightweight packability come together. 30-inch width provides room to roll. 
Dynamic side rails keep you on your pad. Ergonomic body-mapping optimizes comfort. V-

chamber design limits air movement to help maintain maximum insulating performance. 
Back Country bed packs to about the size of a one-liter water bottle, inflates easily and 

weighs just 27 oz. Lifetime Warranty. 

 Brand Name:  Klymit Model Name: Traverse Double Hammock - Tan 
Model Number: 09HMTN01C Retail: $99.99   

 

Hammock features a single panel design instead of the traditional three panel design found 

in most hammocks. It is lightweight and packs down small and comes in a stone art 
pattern. Includes: Two 11ft tree straps with 18 daisy chains each and 2 aluminum 

carabiners 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Traverse Single Hammock - Green 
Model Number: 09HSGR01B Retail: $64.99   

 

Hammock features a single panel design instead of the traditional three panel design found 

in most hammocks. It is lightweight and packs down small and comes in a stone art 
pattern. Includes: Two 11ft tree straps with 18 daisy chains each and 2 aluminum 

carabiners 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Traverse Bug Net 

Model Number: 09TBGY01C Retail: $89.99   

 

The Traverse Shelter is made of lightweight, no-see-um mesh. It is an effortless magnetic 
closure system with four tension lock guy lines. The guylines can be used to increase 

interior space. It integrates with the Traverse Shelter. 
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Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Traverse Shelter 
Model Number: 09TSBL01D Retail: $99.99   

 

The Traverse Shelter is a versatile outdoor canopy with a large coverage area measuring 

143" x 110". Six tension lock guylines and 12 tie-off points create a customizable surface 
area. The large triangulated corner guyline easily accommodates the basket of your 

trekking poles for unique shelter applications. The strong ripstop polyester taped seams 
and thick waterproof coating insure that the Traverse Shelter will keep you dry for the long 

haul. Four aluminum stakes are included. 2 year limited warranty. 

 Brand Name:  Klymit Model Name: Rightline Non-Skid Roof Pad 
Model Number: 100650 Retail: $24.95   

 

The Non-Skid Roof Pad is designed to keep your car top Carrier from shifting on the roof of 
your vehicle. It also protects your vehicle's roof from damage caused by sharp-edged 

objects inside the carrier. The Pad's premium solid construction is a sizable upgrade over 
the copycat pads with holes. It is especially recommended when using Carriers on vehicles 

WITHOUT a roof rack. Dimensions: 39" L x 34" W. Can be cut to size for use with any 
carrier. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Rightline Car Top Duffle Bag 
Model Number: 100D90 Retail: $99.95   

 

Made of UV protected PVC Coated Mesh. Weatherproof+ with welded seams, urethane 

coated zipper and hook-&-loop-close zipper cover. Attach 1 to 4 Duffle Bags on vehicles 

WITH or WITHOUT a roof rack. Straps can attach to a vehicle's door frame or after 
removing the Car Clips, to a vehicle's roof rack. Handle straps are fully adjustable. Before 

placing the Duffle Bag on the roof of the vehicle, remove the handle straps and store them 
in the bag's side pocket. Capacity: 4.3 cu ft; 36"Lx 6"Wx13"H. Includes 2 straps, 4 Car 

Clips, shoulder straps & set up guide. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Rightline Center Console Trash Bag 

Model Number: 100N10 Retail: $19.95   

 

Trash Bag is made with welded seams and durable PVC semi-coated mesh material. It 

contains your trash and the smells that go along with it with the drawstring top closure. 

Designed to fit behind thee center console so it is easily accessible from front and rear 
seats. 11.75"W x 6"D x 16"H. 
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Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Rightline Truck Tailgating Canopy 
Model Number: 110780 Retail: $139.95   

 

The Truck Tailgating Canopy is made of water resistant fabric with tape sealed seams. It 

quickly attaches to the rear of all trucks and its rear panel shades the bed area. The 
protective waterproof strapping won't damage the vehicle's finish. Sand bags attach to the 

canopy's poles to keep them firmly planted on the ground, even in a strong wind. 9.5' L x 

6'W x 8.5"H 

 Brand Name:  Klymit Model Name: Rightline SUV Tailgating Canopy 
Model Number: 110930 Retail: $119.95   

 

The SUV Tailgating Canopy is made of water resistant fabric with tape sealed seams. It 
quickly attaches to the rear of all trucks and its rear panel shades the bed area. The 

protective waterproof strapping won't damage the vehicle's finish. Sand bags attach to the 

canopy's poles to keep them firmly planted on the ground, even in a strong wind. 8' L x 
6'W x 8.5"H 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Echo 12L Hydration Pack 
Model Number: 12ECRD12B Retail: $109.99   

 

Pack features a 3L hydration bladder that rests securely in the pack's inner sleeve. Velcro 

hanging loop keeps bladder upright and secure in your pack. Push/pull lock on bladder 
hose bite valve to prevent leaks. Triangle foam back panel design for added comfort and 

breathability. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Luxe Pillow 

Model Number: 12LPGY01D Retail: $49.99   

 

Travel Pillow cradles your head for supportive, stable sleeping. Soft outer material delivers 

all night comfort. Great for casual camping and light enough for backpackers. Sized almost 

as big as your pillow at home. Weighs just 6.2 oz. Packs surprisingly small for something 
so luxurious. Lifetime Warranty. 
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Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Mystic 20L Hydration Pack  
Model Number: 12MYBW20C Retail: $129.99   

 

Pack features a large main compartment for storing gear; a dedicated rear compartment 
for 3L hydration bladder and an overflow stretch pocket that can fit a helmet and extra 

jacket . Adjustable waist and chest straps for a secure fit. 

 Brand Name:  Klymit Model Name: Ridgeline Short Camp Chair - Blue 
Model Number: 12RSBL01B Retail: $69.99   

 

The Ridgeline Camp Chair Short features a short back with a seat engineered to 
comfortably cradle and support your body. The chair is lightweight and durable with vented 

mesh panels for breathability. Sit back and relax with a 13.5" off the ground seat height 
perfect for chilling by the fire. The Ridgeline Camp Chair is easy-to-use and folds down 

small for travel and storage. Features an aluminum alloy frame and has a 265 lb. weight 
capacity. 2 year limited warranty. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Ridgeline Short Camp Chair - Orange 
Model Number: 12RSOR01B Retail: $69.99   

 

The Ridgeline Camp Chair Short features a short back with a seat engineered to 
comfortably cradle and support your body. The chair is lightweight and durable with vented 

mesh panels for breathability. Sit back and relax with a 13.5" off the ground seat height 
perfect for chilling by the fire. The Ridgeline Camp Chair is easy-to-use and folds down 

small for travel and storage. Features an aluminum alloy frame and has a 265 lb. weight 

capacity. 2 year limited warranty. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Switchback Camp Chair - Blue 

Model Number: 12SBBL01D Retail: $119.99   

 

Lean back and relax with the Switchback Reclining Camp Chair made of durable 600D 

polyester fabric.It features a durable steel frame for support and stability plus seamless 
reclining action. Easily recline your chair back with three adjustable positions. High back to 

support your neck and head. Breathable mesh panels. Durable steel frame for support and 

stability. 
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Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: KSB Double Down Sleeping Bag 
Model Number: 13DHGY30E Retail: $399.99   

 

Plenty of room for two, thoughtfully designed for 3-season comfort. The bag features 
individual draft covers and hood snap; a 2-way zipper running along each side; and 650-fill 

down insulation. The hood snap creates two individual hoods to stop the draft between 
users and provide warmth in temperatures down to 30 °F. The full zippers make it possible 

to partially or completely remove the top quilt on warmer nights under stars. Filled with 

high loft down the KSB Double is light weight and easily packs into its 18 x 9 x 9 inch stuff 
sack. 

 Brand Name:  Klymit Model Name: Horizon Travel Blanket - Grey 
Model Number: 13HTGY01C Retail: $64.99   

 

Blanket is made of durable, water resistant, soft touch polyester fabric with synthetic 

insulation. It features four corner stake locations and quilted stitch pattern keeps insulation 
in place and eliminates cold spots. Stuff sack is included. Machine washable on delicate 

cycle, hang to dry. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: KSB 20 Oversized Down 
Model Number: 13KHRU20D Retail: $259.99   

 

A 3-season down sleeping bag with an oversized flexible mummy-style design. The 

Adjustable Length Locks reduce the bag's length up to 15". The flexible stretch baffles 
keeps down-fill next to your body and stretches when you move. It features a mummy 

hood with draft collar and draw cord reduces draft. Includes a large mesh bag for long-
term storage. Dimensions: 40" x 82"; Girth - Shoulder: 80.5";  2 year limited warranty. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: KSB35 Down Sleeping Bag 

Model Number: 13KHTL35C Retail: $189.99   

 

Enjoy the warmth of 650 fill-power down in the KSB 35. Right at home in the Back Country 

or the backyard. Length Locks™ shorten the bag. Two-way zipper allows you to open the 

foot box for ventilation or to stand up in the bag. Unzip the bag all the way to convert it 
into a generous blanket. 2 Year Warranty. 
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Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: V Sheet Double 
Model Number: 13PCGRDVE Retail: $64.99   

 

Bring the creature comforts of home with you. Made of a soft stretch polyester, the V 

Sheet provides additional comfort and has a built-in pocket that keeps your pillow in place 
throughout the night. Additionally, the sheet saves your sleeping pad from all the dirt, 

sweat, and tears of camping. When you get home, throw your V Sheet in the wash and 

your gear is as good-as-new. 74" x 47". 2 year limited warranty. 

 Brand Name:  Klymit Model Name: V Sheet Luxe 
Model Number: 13PCGRLXD Retail: $54.99   

 

Bring the creature comforts of home with you. Made of a soft stretch polyester, the V 
Sheet provides additional comfort and has a built-in pocket that keeps your pillow in place 

throughout the night. Additionally, the sheet saves your sleeping pad from all the dirt, 

sweat, and tears of camping. When you get home, throw your V Sheet in the wash and 
your gear is as good-as-new. 76" x 30". 2 year limited warranty. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: V Sheet 
Model Number: 13PCGRSVC Retail: $36.99   

 

The best accessory for your regular sized Static V sleeping pad. Removable, machine 
washable. Includes a pocket that is perfect for an inflatable pillow. Never worry about 

getting your Static V dirty again. 2 Year Warranty. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Large Storage Bag 

Model Number: 13SSGY01D Retail: $14.99   

 

Sleeping bags work best when they are clean and uncompressed. While not in use, the 
storage bag protects your bag and gives it space to loft increasing the lifetime of the 

sleeping bag. Made of 100% polyester. 31.5" x 19". 2 year limited warranty. 
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Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Versa Blanket 
Model Number: 13VBOR01C Retail: $99.99   

 

Your new go-to for comfort on the move. Weighing 23 ounces, the blanket stores easily in 

the foot box, creating the perfect travel pillow. As a 58" x 80" blanket, the Versa can 
completely surround one person, or be shared with a friend. Corner snaps, a cinch cord on 

one end and the foot box on the other create the sleep system. Built with 20D soft-touch 

polyester and Klymalite™ synthetic loft insulation. 2 year limited warranty. 

 Brand Name:  Klymit Model Name: Versa Luxe Blanket 
Model Number: 13VLBL01C Retail: $129.99   

 

The blanket stores easily in the foot box, creating the perfect pillow. As a 58 x 80 inch 
blanket, it can completely surround one person, or be shared with a friend. Corner snaps, a 

cinch cord on one end and foot box on the other create a sleep system. Engineered for 

versatility. The outside soft touch ripstop serves as a barrier for the elements, while the 
soft fleece keeps you warm and cozy. 2 year limited warranty. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Litewater Dinghy 
Model Number: 14LDBL02C Retail: $199.99   

 

A lightweight solo packraft that stows away at the size of a 1.5-liter bottle and weighs only 
35 ounces. Engineered for easy paddling and maneuverability, the LWD (Litewater Dinghy) 

lets you sit up high and features an integrated seat cushion. The advanced design also 
allows you to recline and enjoy the calm water if you would like. Ripstop fabrics on the top 

and bottom resist tears and punctures, and the LWD comes with a pump-integrated 

stuffsack. 76" x 45". Limited lifetime warranty. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Mesa Cot Large - Red 

Model Number: 16MCRD01D Retail: $249.99   

 

Intuitive design ensures accurate and easy set up. Aluminum trapezoid structure and 
unique oval profile of tubing provide optimal fabric tension for excellent support. Patent 

pending Easy Lever Lock system makes assembling and tensioning the cot simple. Collapse 
and Compact™ technology simplifies takedown by seamlessly folding the durable, 

oversized cot into the size of a small briefcase. Made of strong and durable 300D PU 

backed polyester ripstop. Large, rounded feet protect tent floors and keep cot firmly in 
place. Easy to access gear pocket. 80x31x16 
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Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Mesa Cot XL - Red 
Model Number: 16MCRD01E Retail: $299.99   

 

Intuitive design ensures accurate and easy set up. Aluminum trapezoid structure and 
unique oval profile of tubing provide optimal fabric tension for excellent support. Patent 

pending Easy Lever Lock system makes assembling and tensioning the cot simple. Collapse 
and Compact™ technology simplifies takedown by seamlessly folding the durable, 

oversized cot into the size of a small briefcase. Made of strong, durable 300D PU backed 

polyester ripstop. Large, rounded feet protect tent floors and keep cot firmly in place. Easy 
to access gear pocket. 85.5x37x16 

 Brand Name:  Klymit Model Name: Everglow Light Tube Large 
Model Number: 17EVGR01D Retail: $34.99   

 

The Everglow™ Light Tube is an inflatable, easy-to-use light tube that provides both 

directional and lantern style lighting. The efficient five volt white LED light tube is perfect 
for camping and outdoor adventures. The inflatable chamber reduces harsh light by 

diffusing the LED light. Packs down to fit in your pocket and easily attaches to your tent, 

awning, or car door via a hypalon carabiner loop. Powered by an USB input. Quick and 
easy inflation and deflation. Dimmer switch easily controls brightness. Magnetic attachment 

points. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: WaterPORT GoSpout 2.0 Water Tank w/Fill Valve 
Model Number: GL1255 Retail: $159.99   

 

The GoSpout™ features two gallons of water that you can pressurize in just a few pumps 

with the built in Pump Cap! Made of food grade plastic. Throw this handy container in the 
trunk or carry it down to the beach or to any outdoor activity. It's perfect for washing 

hands with the built in nozzle holder and 5 pattern high-pressure nozzle. Imagine spraying 
down dirty feet or equipment anywhere and anytime. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Maxfield 1 Tent & Footprint 

Model Number: PKL16470 Retail: $364.99   

 

Tent has a tapered design that creates a spacious living area and is incredibly lightweight. 
The innovative roll style stuff sack ensures a clean work surface for tent set up and ease of 

repackaing. The large vestibules provide storage and there is a spacious front vestibule for 

quickly accessed items. Interior access to the rear vestibule. Two interior mesh storage 
pockets. Three port ventilation optimizes airflow, decreasing condensation. Fast fly 

capable. Set up on the Footprint custom ground tarp  made of 40D polyester PU 3000mm. 
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Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Cross Canyon 2 Tent & Footprint 
Model Number: PKL16473 Retail: $239.99   

 

Rectangular freestanding tent design allows for multiple sleeping configurations. Innovative 
Cross Canyon Mat doubles as a roll style stuff sack and ensures clean work surface for tent 

set up and ease of repacking. Aluminum poles create a robust, lightweight structure. Multi-
anchor point front vestibule creates a spacious exterior storage area protected from wind 

and rain. Three overhead pockets and two corner pockets create unrivaled interior storage 

options. Fast fly capable. Set up on the Footprint custom ground tarp made of 75D 
Polyester PU 3000mm. 

 Brand Name:  Klymit Model Name: Rightline SUV Tent & Air Mattress 
Model Number: PKL16479 Retail: $449.90   

 

This tent sleeps 4 (vehicle cargo area sleeps 2) and is made of water resistant fabric with 

tape sealed seams. It connects to the back of any SUV, minivan, crossover, wagon, Jeep 
Wrangler hard top, or pick-up truck with cap, WITH or WITHOUT a roof rack. The tent 

works for vehicles with a rear hatch door or rear barn doors. Easy access to vehicle power 

receptacles. Includes rainfly stakes and carry bag. Comes with SUV Air Mattress made from 
heavy duty PVC with a flocked-top. Inflates/deflates in seconds with 12V air pump. Sleeps 

2 adults. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: WaterPORT Sink/Shower Suction Kit (Available April 
2023) 

Model Number: WX2200 Retail: $119.99   

 

Hands-free shower/sink kit features hands free/motion activated nozzle; suction cup mount 
with cleaning wipes; classic shower head; 18" stainless flexible hose with rubber casing; 

mesh filter; USB charging cable; replacement rubber washers; quick connect adapter and 
compact storage case. Adapters are stainless steel. Compatible with all watersport 

products. 

 


